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1. Introduction 

1.1 Aim   
 

This open-access document aims to summarize the activities of NATRES cluster of projects and actions on 

Cloud partially funded by the European Commission through the FP7-Collaboration-ICT and H2020-LEIT-ICT 

programmes after one year of existence.  

 

1.2 Scope  
 

The cluster “Novel approaches and technologies for resource and service management” (NATRES) intends to 

be a forum for discussing the current research and innovation challenges encountered at infrastructure-as-a-

service level generated by the desire to improve the user experiences and the efficient use of the available 

resources.  

The document is reflecting the activities of the representatives of the projects involved in the NATRES cluster 

of projects, respectively ARCADIA, BEACON, CloudLightning, CloudWave, ClouT, DICE, ENTICE, iKaaS, 

INPUT, MIKELANGELO, Mobile Cloud Networking, MODAClouds, RAPID, SPECS and SWITCH. 

Details about the cluster activities, aims and results are available at:  

            https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/new-approaches-for-infrastructure-services/  

 

1.3 Organisation  
 

The document is organized as follows. First, the organization of the cluster is described. Then the public 

documents that were produced by the cluster are shortly revised. After that, the main dissemination activities 

are enumerated. Finally, positive and negative lesson learned are exposed.  

 

 

https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/new-approaches-for-infrastructure-services/
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2. NATRES organisation 

2.1 Initiation   
 

The idea of the cluster initiatives has been raise during the discussions from NetFuture 2015 between the 

participants to H2020/FP7-ICT projects on Cloud Computing and Software Engineering and the European 

Commission Officers related to the possibility to enhance the cooperation between on-going actions and 

projects.  

Consequently, four clusters were establish in May 2015. NATRES1 is the one dealing with IaaS research and 

innovation.  The site eucloudclusters.wordpress.com was available soon after, initiated by the Software 

Engineering cluster coordinator (after the meeting between the cluster coordinators). 

Projects and action coordinators have been invite to join the cluster. For NATRES the main list has been finalize 

in June 2015. Few actions have join later.  

   

2.2 Establishing the topics of collaboration 
 

In the first virtual meeting, from July 2015, the objectives and means of collaboration have been establish. 

Objective 

The cluster intends to be a forum for discussing the current research and innovation challenges encountered at 

infrastructure-as-a-service level generated by the desire to improve the user experiences and the efficient use of 

the available resources. The current trends are including the integration of special devices from high 

performance computing ones to mobile devices, the design of decentralised service-oriented systems, the 

improvement of the virtualization technologies, the overcome of portability and interoperability issues, or the 

automation the organisation and management of the back-end resources. Cloud-based applications from the 

fields of Internet-of-Things and Big Data are expected to challenge the new services. 

Goals 

1. define a map of the challenges related to the group topics  that have been/are tackled by the projects and 

of the solution approaches that have been/are taken 

2. identify complementarities and synergies as well as possibilities for collaboration/results adoptions 

between projects, including common standardization bodies to be in contact with 

3. identify new challenges to influence the new research agendas by providing recommendations 

4. organisation of common dissemination actions like 

o common publications (books, articles, white papers, newsletters) using the maps defined 

above and describing the current projects and the challenges for future research 

o trainings and workshops 

Activity organisation 

 volunteer enrolment in the working group of 1-2 representatives of the projects 

  meetings: 

                                                      
1 Its name and acronym has been change at least three times to reflect better the activities. 
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1. monthly meetings in teleconference 

2. bi-annually face-to-face meetings with the occasion of important events (e.g. ICT 2015, 

CloudForward 2015/2016) 

Contacts 

 Dana Petcu (West University of Timisoara & Institute e-Austria Timisoara, Romania) 

 Maria Tsakali (European Commission) 

 

2.3 Collaboration support 
 

The following means have been use:  

o Document sharing: space allocated in Google Drive  (curtesy of  West University of Timisoara, contact 

D. Petcu) 

o Virtual meetings: instance of GoToMeeting (curtesy of  Institute e-Austria Timisoara, contact D. Petcu) 

o E-mail group: infracluster@googlegroups.com  

   

2.4 Participants 
 

The following actions/projects have participate toe the activities of the cluster. 

Table 1: Members of the cluster (actions/projects in alphabetic order)   

No Acronym Web site 

1 AppHub http://www.apphub.eu.com/ 

2 ARCADIA http://www.arcadia-framework.eu/ 

3 BEACON http://www.beacon-project.eu/ 

4 CloudLightning http://cloudlightning.eu/ 

5 CloudSpaces http://cloudspaces.eu/ 

6 CloudT http://clout-project.eu/ 

7 CloudWave http://cloudwave-fp7.eu/ 

8 DICE http://www.dice-h2020.eu/ 

9 ENTICE http://www.entice-project.eu/ 

10 iKaaS http://ikaas.com/ 

11 INPUT http://www.input-project.eu/ 

12 IOStack http://www.iostack.eu// 

13 Mikelangelo http://www.mikelangelo-project.eu/ 

14 Mobile Cloud Networking http://www.mobile-cloud-networking.eu/ 

15 Mo-bizz http://www.mobizz-project.eu/ 

16 MODAClouds http://www.modaclouds.eu/ 

17 MUSA http://www.musa-project.eu/  

18 RAPID http://rapid-project.eu/ 

19 SPECS http://www.specs-project.eu/ 

20 SWITCH http://www.switch-project.eu/ 
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Fig. 1. From Cluster presentation at the boot from NetFuture 2016 

 

2.5 Timeline 
 

Important dates for the cluster activities are the followings. 

Table 2: Important dates 

Date Type Details 

19.06.2015 Call Membership established 

07.07.2015 Virtual meeting First meeting of the cluster to establish objectives and organization 

10.07.2015 Internal document Strategy and means for collaborations 

21.09.2015 F2F meeting Face-to-face meeting at MICAS 20152 and project presentations 

30.09.2015 Public document First version of Map of Challenges 

07.10.2015 F2F meeting Face-to-face meeting at CloudForward 2015 

22.10.2015 F2F meeting Working groups meeting during ICT 2015 

07.11.2015 Public document Form for consultation about WP18/19 directions 

24.12.2015 Public document Recommendations for WP8/19 

06.03.2016 Public document White paper version 1.0 

08.03.2016 F2F meeting Working group meeting at CloudScape 2016 

17.04.2016 Public document White paper version 2.0 

19.04.2016 Booth Booth and face-to-face meeting at NetFuture 2016 

23.04.2016 Scientific paper Scientific paper emerged from cluster documents at CLOSER 2016  

15.05.2016 Call Call for papers in a special issue of SCPE  

15.06.2015 Special issue Table of content/SCPE-issue available in October at CloudScape 2016 
 

 

2.6 Shared information in virtual space 
 

The following information are available in the virtual space of the cluster group. 

                                                      
2 Fees for participation supported from Romanian RTD project AMICAS (PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0260) 
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Table 3: Shared document categories 

Category Type Details 

Challenges Cluster output Documents related to the Challenges report  

White paper Cluster output Documents related to the White paper 

Recommendations Cluster output Documents related to the Recommendations for WP18/19 

Meeting-notes Cluster output Minutes of the meetings 

Events Cluster output Flyers, posters, videos, cluster presentations  

Publications Action sci. papers Scientific papers of the projects that can be shared 

Documents Action documents Public reports of the projects that can be shared 

Presentations Action documents Action presentations used in the cluster meetings and beyond 

Project events Action documents List of the incoming events organized by the projects 

Logo Action logo Logos shared for cluster documents 

 

2.7 Meeting dates 
 

Eight meetings have been organized, as described in the following table. 

Table 4: Meetings date 

Category Where Representatives from actions/projects 

07.07.2015 Virtual space ENTICE, MIKELANGELO, CloudWave, SWITCH, ARCADIA, INPUT, 

RAPID, AppHub, iKaaS, CloudLightning  

19.08.2015 Virtual space ENTICE, MIKELANGELO, SWITCH, ARCADIA, INPUT RAPID, 

AppHub, iKaaS, CloudLightning  

21.09.2015 Timisoara ENTICE, SWITCH, AppHub, SPECS, CloudLightning 

07.10.2015 Pisa AppHub, ARCADIA, CloudLightning, ENTICE, INOUT, MIKELANGELO, 

MODAClouds, MUSA, RAPID, SPECS, SWITCH, 

EC Officers 

21.10.2015 Lisbon AppHub, ARCADIA, CloudLightning, ENTICE, INPUT, MODAClouds, 

MUSA, SPECS, SWITCH 

03.02.2016 Virtual space BEACON, CloudLightning, ENTICE, INPUT, RAPID, SWITCH, 

MIKELANGELO 

08.08.2016 Brussels MUSA, RAPID, SPECS, BEACON, AppHub, CloudLigtning, ENTICE, 

DICE, MODAClouds, EC Officers 

19.04.2016 Brussels MUSA, SPECS, BEACON, ARCADIA, INPUT, MIKELANGELO, AppHub, 

SWITCH, iKaaS, ENTICE, DICE, MODAClouds, CloudLightning, EC 

officer  
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3. NATRES public documents 

3.1 List of public documents   
 

The following documents are available on-line on the cluster site. 

Table 5: Public outputs 

Category Type Details 

Main Report Map of challenges 

Main Report Recommendations for the WP18/19 of H2020-ICT  

Main Report White paper 

Support Flyer NATRES flyer distributed to 4 events 

Support Questionnaire Designed to query the community about the WP18/19 

Support Quiz answers Answers to the questionnaire 

Support Call Call for papers for SCPE journal 

 

3.2 Map of challenges   
 

The document “Research and Innovation Challenges in Infrastructure Services: Map between on-going 

actions and the workprogramme topics”, available at  

 

https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/map-of-challenges2.pdf 

  

is authored by the following members of the cluster:  

 

Dana Petcu, West University of Timisoara, Romania 

Zhimming Zhao, University of Amsterdam, Netherland 

Peter Deussen, FOKUS, Frauenhofer, Germany 

Radu Prodan, University of Insbruck, Austria 

Massimiliano Rak, CeRICT/Second University of Naples, Italy 

Daniel Vladušič, XLAB, Slovenia 

Stylianos Georgoulas, University of Surrey, UK 

Vera Stavroulaki, WINGS ICT Solutions, Greece 

Iakovos Mavroidis, FORTH-ICS, Greece 

Lara Lopez, ATOS, Spain 

Sokol Kosta, University of Rome, Italy 

Levent Gürgen, CEA, France 

Ciro Formisano, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica SpA, Italy 

Roberto Bruschi, CNIT, Genoa, Italy 

Constantinos Vassilakis, UBITECH, Greece 

Anastasios Zafeiropoulos, UBITECH, Greece 

 

The document identifies the common topics of interest, the common tools, the common development directions, 

the commonly used standards. This information was considered essential to identify the key subjects for 

collaborations and take-ups between the projects and actions.  
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Moreover, to help the development of new actions and projects, the coverage of the challenges of the call from 

Autumn 2015 of H2020-ICT by the research and innovation activities of the cluster projects and actions are 

identified in the document. 

The document is organized as follows. Section 2 reminds the challenges to which the cluster actions have 

answered as stated in the European Commission in FP7-ICT-Call 8/10 and H2020-LEIT-ICT-Call 1, as well as 

the challenges from the call for proposal with deadline in 2016. Section 3 is describing shortly the cluster actions 

and projects. Section 4 is showing the common topics of interest and targets of the cluster actions and projects. 

What is missing is identified in Section 5, while several recommendations are provided in Section 6. 

 

3.3 Recommendations for the WP18/19   
 

The document “Recommendations for the Workprogramme H2020-ICT-2018-2019. Topics: Cloud 

middleware, Datacentre services, Cloud model evolution and Cloud service market orientation”, available at  

 

          https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/recommendations.pdf  

 

is authored by Dana Petcu. In order to prepare this document a questionnaire related to more than 25 visions of 

the future reported in the literature has circulated by the cluster member in order to identify the ones that are 

expected to be of interest for 2018-2010. The current document reflects the selected visions following the 

majority of the 42 feedbacks received from the questionnaire.  The questionnaire and the answers are available 

on the cluster site: 
 

         https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/cloudware-issues-in-2018-2019-form.pdf 

         https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/cloud-middleware-issues-in-2018-2020-answers.pdf 
 

The document aims to provide a vision about the future in research and development in the period 2018-2020 

in the fields related to Cloud models, middleware and market, as well as to datacentre services. Following this 

vision, four recommendations are presented for the workprogramme H2020-ICT for 2018-2019, for the 

following topics: 
 

 Cloud middleware 

 Datacentre services 

 Cloud model evolution 

 Cloud service market orientation 

 

3.4 White paper   
 

The document “NATRES’ White-paper”, available at  

 

          https://eucloudclusters.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/white-paper.pdf 

 

is authored by the following members of the cluster: 

 

Dana Petcu, West University of Timisoara, Romania 

Lara López and F. Javier Nieto, Atos Spain SA, Spain 

Iakovos Mavroidis, Foundation for Research and Technology - Hellas, Greece 

Roberto Bruschi, CNIT, Italy 
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Zhiming Zhao, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

Constantinos Vassilakis, Panagiotis Gouvas, UBITECH, Greece 

Isabel Matranga and Daniele Pavia, Engineering Ingegneria Informatica SpA, Italy 

Andy Edmonds and Thomas M. Bohnert, Zürich University of Applied Sciences, Switzerland 

Maria Fazio, University of Messina, Italy 

Philipp Leitner, University of Zurich 

Eliot Salant, IBM Research - Haifa 

Daniel Vladušič, XLAB d.o.o., Slovenia 

Radu Prodan, University of Innsbruck, Austria 

Stylianos Georgoulas, University of Surrey, UK 

 

The document identifies the current research approaches and newest technologies in the field of resource and 

service management in Cloud environments, as well as the gaps that are not yet fulfilled by them. This 

information is considered essential to identify future research and development directions, as well as to help the 

initiation of new actions and projects in the field of resource and service management. 

 

The document is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the approaches and technologies developed by the 

cluster actions in the field of resource and service management as well as their expected impact on the market. 

The third section is exposing the gaps identified by the actions in the theoretical and technological solutions that 

can be subject of future actions. Conclusions are provided in the last section. 
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4. NATRES dissemination 

4.1 List of dissemination venues    
 

NATRES was presented in various contexts as reported in the next table. 

Table 6: Public presentations 

Venue Target Details 

Web site, June 2015 

https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/new-

approaches-for-infrastructure-services/ 

Public audience, 

1000 views 

Public documents of the 

cluster, flyers, timeline, 

goals, contacts  

MICAS 2015, September 2015 

https://amicas.hpc.uvt.ro/micas-workshops/micas-

2015/ 

Scientific audience, 

40 participants 

Presentation of the 8 

actions/projects from the 

cluster 

CloudForward 2015, October 2015 

http://cf2015.holacloud.eu/programme/ 

Scientific audience, 

EC officers,  

On-going actions, 

50 participants 

Presentation of 8 

actions/projects 

Presentation of the cluster 

ICT 2015, October 2015 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/ict2015 

Scientific audience, 

EC officers,  

On-going actions, 

200 visitors/booth 

Flyers at SESAME-NET 

booth  (EINFRA) of the 

cluster and 4 actions  

CloudScape 2016, March 2016 

http://www.cloudscapeseries.eu/Pages/Home.aspx 

Scientific audience, 

EC officers,  

On-going actions 

100 participants 

Flyers of the cluster and 4 

actions 

NetFuture 2016, April 2016 

http://netfutures2016.eu/natres/ 

Scientific audience, 

EC officers,  

On-going actions 

200 visitors/booth 

Booth with 12 actions 

involved: posters, flyers, 

video demos, posters  

CLOSER 2016, April 2016 

http://closer.scitevents.org/?y=2016 

Scientific audience 

150 participants 

Presentation of a scientific 

paper (6 actions involved) 

 

4.2 Dissemination documents    
 

Part of the dissemination documents are pointed bellow. 
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Fig 2. Web site: left – public page, right – site statistics 

    

Fig. 3. Left: Poster. Right: Flyer 
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Fig. 4. Covers of the on-line public documents 

 

 Fig. 5. Snapshot from the white-paper on one slide displayed at NetFuture 2016 
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Fig. 6. NATRES booth at NetFuture 2016 

 

Fig. 7. Common publication at CLOSER 2016 
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5. Lesson learned 

5.1 Organisation    
 

Positive: 

o A large number of actions beyond the ones from ICT-06/09 of Call 1 of H2020-ICT were interested in the 

cluster activities. 

o A third part of the cluster members have been highly active and creative in what concerns the cluster 

activities and documents 

o The public documents have been elaborate in time using off-line tools for collaboration. 

Negative: 

o The large number of participating actions leaded to problems related to matching their topics of interests 

for collaboration. 

o Part of the projects funded under FP7 have reduce their cluster activities even to zero after the end of their 

project activities  

o No record has been maintain related to direct contacts between the actions as consequence of the cluster 

activities.  

 

5.2 Impact    
 

Positive: 

o Cooperation between the new actions from H2020-ICT has taken new forms and scale: instead one-to-one, 

many-to-many interactions 

o Enhanced dissemination of the cluster actions through common dissemination activities 

o A new ‘entry-point’ in the interaction with the cluster actions 

o Awareness about other actions and the outputs from the previous was achieved in a simple manner 

o Complement and help the support actions funded under H2020-ICT Call 1 targeting collaboration 

Negative: 

o Scheduled activities related to potential common exploitation have not been pursued due to the early stage 

of most of the actions 

o Expectations related to the cluster to have a similar intensity as a EC-funded support action have not been 

achieved  

o Material restrictions (no support for professional materials for the web site, flyers, videos etc.) are reflected 

in the modest results concerning dissemination and exploitation.  

 

 

 


